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Book Review
Nazrul Islam. Global Technological Change Impact on Textile and

Garment Workers: A Comparative Study of Bangladesh and Thailand,
Dhaka: Ahmed Publishing House, 2006. 281 pages.

The book entitled Global Technological Change Impact on Textile and
Garment Workers: A Comparative Study of Bangladesh and Tltailancl
has been written by Nazrul Islam, Associate Professor, School of
Business, Norlh South University, Bangladesh. The book has been
published by Ahmed Publishing House, Dhaka in August 2006. It entails
an overall comprehension of the present status of workers of textile and
garments industries in Bangladesh and Thailand, and how they are

coping with various technological changes occuning on a global scale.

The book describes the study of how job security, job satisfaction and
uork relations of the u'orkers are being affected as a consequence. The
socio-economic impact on the workers of Bangladesh and Thailand was

-i:.rlr zed discretely' u ith vier.v over income, benefits, and social concet'ns.

Iss'.r:s related to famtharizing both managers and workers with tire
,....";l.rSic.il advancements were investigated. The sample size included
61, t ,,. J:i-:s and ll9 managers from various textile and garment
indus:::e s in Ban_:ladesh and Thailand.

The b'ook cLrmlrises of nine chapters including the introduction and
methodologr foijoued by an overview of the textile and garment
industries in Sourh and Southeast Asian countries, impact of
technological chanEe on textile and garments workers in Bangladesh and
Thailand, a comparison of the impacts in Bangladesh and Thailand,
managels perspecti\e of technological change on workers; and finally a

concluding chapter summing up the whole issue including further
recommendations.

In the introductory chapter, the author points out a basic conceptual
framework for anaiyzing the impact of technological change on textile
and garments workers, It has been stated that major changes occurred in
the manufacturing functions that created a significant impact on workers
and their involvement in the various changing activities.
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The next chapter titled 'Methodology' comprises of the impact analysis
and sample design of the data sources. The study is based on mainly
primary data. The sample was selected purposively among only large and
medium companies. Descriptive and inferential statistical methods wer.e
undeftaken to analyze the socio-economic impact with respect to job
security, job satisfaction and work relations. Regression ancl factor
analysis were done to identify the impact.

In the chapter on textile and garment industry in South and southeast
Asian countries the writer dealt more with the overall performance, the
associated labor cost, international exports and projected annual changes
of the sector. A brief background of the textile and garments industry in
Bangladesh and rhailand was also stated here. The present status of the
industry with respect to a few market indicators has been investigated
and the overall result obtained depicted the significant contribution ofthe
industries in the region in worldwide exports. In spite of that, the
industries in this region are still lagging behind as they depend mostly on
the labor-intensive technologies. The need for superior technologies
hence needs to be emphasized.

once the background of the industry has been described the book
moves on to highlight the impacts in Bangladesh and rhailand separarely,
Among the workers in Bangladesh, the relationship of the technological
change and demographic variables with the job security, .job satisfaction
and work relations and hence the overall socio-economic impact has
been analyzed. An investigation was also conducted on the influence this
change is having on the women workers in Bangladesh. workers tend to
become frustrated with meeting the increasing demands and
qualifications as a result of these changes, and hence job security gets
hampered. Job satisfaction has been both positively and negatively
affected. work relations are positively influenced. In Thailand, the
influence relationship and impact anaiysis had been done in a similar
way. The results show that the negative effect of job security is increased
skill demand, while the positive effect on job satisfaction is mainly due
to increased fair pay. work relations have also been positively influenced
and thus providing scope for training and skill development.

An overall impact difference between the workers of Bangladesh and
Thailand with respect to job security, job satisfaction and work relarions
were also elaborated. The results obtained were not statistically
significant. The writer states at a point "Bangladeshi workers
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significantll differ in their views about job security impact of
technological chan-se than the Thai workers. Bangladeshi workers are

comparati\ el\ more negative to work pressure than their Thai

counterpafts", Considerable differences have been observed between the

attitude tou ards job satisfaction among the Bangladeshi and Thai
workers. Bangladeshi workers find the pay scale and remuneratiolt

inappropriate. uhile the Thai counterparts find it to their: satisfaction.

Work relation outlook has been found to be significantly different among

the two -sroups erf uorkers. "Bangladeshi workers,are more positive to
the increase of trrinins and skill development and decrease of conflict,
and fewer dounsizine compared to Thai workers" - this is how the

writer puts foru ard the attitude towards the change. Job security of
Bangladeshi uomen is negatively affected. The other viewpoints of the

women workers har e been found to be more or less same as the other

workers.

Last of all the perspective of the managers had been studied. The

Human Resource \I,:nasement (HRM) and its relationship with the

overall change and irs impact among the Bangladeshi and ThaiManagers
had been dealt u'ith. The managers think this change is positively related

to work relations. Th:r believe that motivation and skill development

can aid toward prop.r urilization of the changed situation.

Hence, in this studr ir has been found that sophistication and shifiing
to the capital-intensir: production in order to meet the demands of the

international comp:titor market and the consumers, has created a

negative impact cn rh: job security, job satisfaction and work relations of
the workers in the re\tile and garment industries in Bangladesh and

Thailand. At the sf,ine time the results show a 'slightly positive overall
impact' on the \\ or\irs of labor-intensive companies. HRM puts forward
the need for perlornance appraisal and strong monitoring and control of
work. This book ihus -eives an overview of the socio*economic impact
but there still remains scope for social, economic, political and legal

aspects analr sis of rhe situation.

Ra1'1'an Hassan
Depanme nt oi Social Science
East \\'est L nir ersit\'. Bangladesh
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Guidelines to Authors

1. Manuscript Submission

Manuscripts musr meet professional standards and should be computer-
composed and double-spaced in Times New Roman l2 point font on 44 paper.
Please submit r*o hard copies and a computer disk of the manuscript io the
office of the editor.

' Papers should be complered in Microsoft woRD 2000 (or higher
version) and trped on 7.40" by 9.8l" paper, double-spaced.

r The first pa-ee of the paper should have a spacing of l .5 inch fiom the top
edge and a I inch margin on both sides and bottom of the page. All other
pages will have a 1 rnch margin ali around.

r The title should be in bold and in Times New Roman l6-point fbnt and
the names of rhe aurhors should be in Times New Roman l2 point font in
capital letters.

r There should be a 0.15 inch (l/4 inch) space between the title and the
names and aiTrliations of the authors.

r Abstracts (for full papers) should not exceed 120 words typed in Times
New Roman uith ll point fonr, and be placed 0.25 inch (1/4 inch) below
the names and atttliations of the authots.

o The first heading should be Times New Roman in Bold, i2-point font,
centered. The second headings should be Times New Roman bold. 12-
point font. rrirh a 0.15 inch (l/4 inch) space from the text and the third
headings shoulci be Times New Roman bold and italics, i2-point fbnt,
with a 0.25 inch r 1/-1 inch) space from the rext, and left aligned.

o The text should be in Times New Roman l2_point font, paragraphs
should be 3usrit-red riith double space between paragraphs and ref'erences
and notes should also be leftjustified.

' r Tables, Figures. and Illustrations-use the entire page width for tables
and graphs. *here required. All tables, figures, illustrations, etc. should
be included in the rexr of the paper. Tables should be consisrent with the
text. The endnr.res should be consecutively numbered within the text and
substance of rhe endnotes should appear at the end, preceding the
references.

' Paper musr nor erceed 30 double-spaced pages including tables. figures,
illusrrarions. and references.

r Conrraci deuils of each author must be given in a separate cover page
riith the submission for potential use by the editorial office and larer by
the pr, 

' 
ju,-tit'n trl'flce.



2. Review Process and Evaluation Criteria

There will be a blind review process for evaluating the manuscript by /wo
anonymous reviewers. The editorial board will decide whether a manusclipr
merits review. It is recommended that authors have their colleagues to leview
the manuscripts prior to submission to the journal. The journal strives to pr"ovide
decisions and constructive feedback to authors. Articles submitted fbr
publication in the East West Journal of Bust'ness and SociaL Studies arc
evaluated according to the following criteria:

r Significance ofresearch topic

e Quality of theoreticai arguments

r Quality of methodology and data analysis

e Clarity and coherence

3. Peer Review Policy

Every article is first read by one of the Editors. If the article meets the general
expectations of a scholarly article, it is usually sent out to two blind reviewels.
It can then be accepted, resubmitted with attention to the reviewer(s)'comments,
or rejected. If two reviewers have rvidely different conclusions on the
acceptability of the article, it is sent to an additional reviewer or a decision is
taken by the Editorial team.

4. Abstract and Keywords

Manuscripts must include an abstract of approximately 120 words (maximum of
960 characters, including spaces) that succinctly summarizes the key points. A
list of three to five keywords should be included to identify the conrents of the
paper.

5. Citations and References

5.1 Citations

Manuscripts must follow the APA style. In APA style, citations must be
accompanied by citing the author's last name, year of publication, and page
number in parenthesis. If the author's name rs mentioned in the text, the date and
page number should be cited in parenthesis. The salient features of the APA
style are given below:

For instance,

A prominent analyst has concluded that stock markets are volatile because of
frequent changes in the exchange rate (Rahman, 2001).

Or

Rahman concludes that "stock markets are volatile because of frequent changes
in the exchange rate" (1999, p.17).

Lr



Use and (&) to separate names when references to works by two authors. For
work by more than three to five authors, cite all the authors in the first ret'erence
and the last name of the first author tbllowed,by et a/ for subsequent references.
For works with more than five authors give only the last nu-" oi the first author
and follow it up with et aI. from the very first citation.
For an anonymous work, use a shortened version of the title, Use a semrcolon to
separate studies for separate studies cited in tandem.

5.2 References

All entries are ro be arranged alphabetically according to the author's surname.
The first line of each entry in the reference list must be typed flush left and
subsequent line(s) are to be indented five spaces,

For Journal
Brown, c.M.(19E9). women in the American workplace and discrirnination:
Some questions. Jounnl of Women and Managentett, 25 (2),201_209.
Or

Deutsch, F. M., Lussier. J. B., and Servusm L. J. (i993). Husbands at home:
Predictors of parenul panicipation in childcare and housework. Jott,tal of
Personality and Social psr.chology, 65, IL54-1166.

For Book

Huq, c' H. (1997)' Gender and deveropment'. An inquiry into the roots oJ'
unequal Development. Dhaka: UCL publishers.

For Edited Book

Gibbs J' T'. and Huang. L. N. (Eds.). (r99r). Chirdren of coror; psycrtorogicar
interventiorts ,.r ith minorir youth. San Francisco: Jossey_Bass.

For Encl'clopedia or Dictionary
Sadie. S. {Ed'r. i lgsot.The new grove dictionary of nusic ancrnzusicians. vols.
1-20. 6th edition. London: N{acmillan.

Appendices

Double-space rhe appendices and begin each one on a separate page. Type the
nord "Appendir" and the identifying capital letters (A, B, etc. inlhe order in
*hich ther are menrioned in text) centered at the top of the page. If there is only
one appendix. do not use an identifying letter; the *o.d ..App"ndix,, 

is
suffrcient. Double-space and type the tiile of the appendix, centered, in
uppercase and louercase letters. Double-space, indent the first line five to seven
spaces and be-ein the text of the appendix.



For additional information on APA-style documentation, please consult APA's
Web Site (http ://www.apa.org)
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